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INTRODUCTION
The following study is an effort to determine whether children
make more and faster progress in learning new words in isolation or in
phrases during the early reading process.
There has been much controversy in the past concerning the pre-
sentation of a new word in isolation or presenting it for the first
time in a phrase
.
The following study is made to give some proof as to whether one
method is more effective than the other . It is hoped that it will show
the most economical method of teaching new v/ords to first grade children
in a regular classroom situation.
Many children who have difficulty in reading have low sight
vocabularies. There has been no study made to the knowledge of the
writer which shows one method superior to the other in gaining an ade-
quate sight vocabulary.
This study is an evaluation of two methods as they affect :
1. Speed of acquiring a sight vocabulary
2. Children of different intelligence levels, and
5. Sex differences.
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CHAPTER I
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Research revealed no study similar to this problem. However, some
authors have made statements which would lead one to think that new words
should be taught in isolation while others have implied that they should
be taught in phrases.
1
In 1950 'Sates reviewing a remedial case in reading said that
apparently the boy had little idea of " where one word began and another
ended in a sentence.”
2
Hovious was examining a boy who could read books on herpetology, but
was not able to read history intelligently. She questioned the boy to find
out how he could read such difficult books and still could not read his-
tory. The boy's answer was, "Yes, but don't you see? That book's about
snakes... got a garage full of 'em at home. Naturally I understand about
snakes. I know what the words mean."
5
Patterson asserted that "too often it has been found that grasping
the thought of larger language units, such as the sentence, the child has
developed a slipshod attitude toward the worth of the individual word. And,
we know, it is important in efficient reading that word values be dis-
criminated."
1
'Tates, A. I., Interest and Ability in Reading;
,
Macmillan, 1930, P«5
2
Hovious, C.,"What Words Mean", Clearing House
,
19:403-7« March, 19^5
5
Patterson, S. W., Teaching the Child to Read, Doubleday, Doran, 1930, P.59
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1Durrell suggests that "successful reading demands instantaneous
recognition of a large proportion of words. If a child must view each word
separately or if he recognizes it slowly, good phrase reading is impossible.
2
Bennett found in his analysis of errors in word recognition made by
retarded readers that "a pronounced characteristic of pupils retarded in
word recognition seems to be the tendency not to inhibit associated re-
sponses until a word is clearly seen in all its parts beginning, middle
and ending."
5
Baker made an analysis of the difficulties encountered by children
in their reading and found that the difficulty occurring most frequently is
confusion of word forms and the confusions are most frequent in words which
are regarded as basic or common to all reading material.
One of her recommendations was that "the teaching of words is by no
means the way to teach reading. Reading is an emotional and a reacting
process and should be a meaningful activity associated with many other
enterprises. Word recognition involves meaningful associations, as well as
visual and auditory analyses."
1
Burrell, D. D., Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities
,
World Book, 1940,
P. 289
2
Bennett, A., "Analysis of Errors in Word Recognition Made by Retarded
Readers", Journal of Educational Psychology
, 55 : 5®
January, 194-2
5
Baker, Norma, "Confusions in Word Recognition", Elementary School Journal
,
June, 1945, P. 575
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Gates in a later book stated that "the study of isolated words tends
to overemphasize the fora or appearance of the word and to neglect its mean-
ing."
2
Pennell and Ousack in their study of peripheral vision and how to
enlarge its area in order to develop habits of effective reading suggest
that the following points should be observed s
"1. A short sentence should be the smallest unit presented to the
child in beginning reading. Later, attention may be called to
its phrases, words, and finally parts of words.
2. Little or no attention should be paid to the "little words";
such as 'the 1
,
'and', 'in'. These words have no characteristic
fora and have no definite meaning.
3. Pointing to individual words during the reading process
should be condemned.
4. Drill should not be given upon words in isolation, but in
context .
"
5
Leavell and Marcum made a study of the reading recognition vocabu-
lary test as a diagnostic instrument. They found that this list serves as a
source of words for quick perception drill when used for teaching purposes.
1
Gates, A. I., The Improvement of Reading;
,
Macmillan, 1935* P.268
2
Pennell, M. S. and Cusack, A. M., How to Teach Reading
,
Houghton Mifflin,
1923
,
Pp. 5^55
3
Leavell, U. W. and Marcum, D. M., "Reading Recognition Vocabulary Test as
a Diagnostic Instrument", Journal of Education
,
22:157-69
November, 1944
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4After some of the words were mastered they were used in simple meaningful
two-word phrases for flash exercises. Very soon they combined the words into
phrases and then short sentences to impress on the children the necessity
of meaning in all reading. Few phrases or sentences in elementary materials
can be found which do not include one or more of the words from a basic
1
vocabulary list. They contend that "if success counts for anything, and re-
search and experience have proved that it does, the confidence built up by
automatic response to needed words is vital."
Many educators proclaim that one method is superior to the other
without having statistical proof on which to base their opinions. Children
in remedial classes often have inadequate sight vocabularies. Unless the
small words are known it retards fluent reading.
2
Buswell found that "the introduction of strange or difficult words
produces a marked effect upon the character of the eye-movements; and con-
versely, when these characteristic forms of eye behavior are observed in a
record, one feels justified in assuming that some difficulty in word recog-
nition has occurred. It is further found that increasing the difficulty of
a selection tends to increase the number and duration of eye fixations."
1
Ibid. Leavell, U. W. and Marcum, D. M.
2
Buswell, Gr. T., "An Experimental Study of the Eye-Voice Span in Reading",
Supplementary Educational Monographs
,
No. 17, Pp.
Dept, of Education, University of Chicago, 1920
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White contends that the teaching of reading should begin when the
child is first learning to pronounce words. He says that "undoubtedly it
would be a tedious task for a busy parent; but if the mother were to hold
before her child the printed word, as he struggles to perfect its pronuncia-
tion, both the pronunciation and the reading would be simpler."
2
Gates suggests that "without ability to read single words effectively,
pupils rarely attain skills in phrase and sentence reading."
Prompt word recognition is essential for smooth phrase reading is
suggested by Durrell. "If long stops are required in order to recognize or
analyze words, the flow of thought may be interrupted and memory of the con-
tent reduced. Recognition must be immediate to avoid extra eye-movements."
4
Gates and Russell believe that "if the pupil first learns a group of
new words in a body of interesting work-type and story materials and is then
provided with many pages of interesting, new reading content containing no
additional words, it would seem that he would read with greater freedom, in-
terest, and understanding, and would secure better practice in the art of
reading."
1
White, C. L.,"Readin' Ain't Easy", National Elementary Principal
,
24:25-50
June, 1945
2
Gates, A. I., The Improvement of Rea ding , Macmillan, P.269
5
Durrell, D. D., The Improvement of Basic Reading; Abilities
,
World Book,
1940, P. 162
4
Gates, A. I., and Russell, D. H., "Types of Materials, Vocabulary Burden,
Word Analysis, and Other Factors in Beginning Reading",
Elementary School Journal
, 59:5^> September, 1958
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Stone, on the other hand, writes that, "apparently some enthusiasts
with extreme views have got the idea that children can learn to read with-
out learning words or in spite of frequent word difficulties. Undue stress
has been put upon the danger of a child's becoming word conscious."
He cites the foregoing statement as partly the cause for the ap-
parent increase of non-readers and retarded readers with unfortunate atti-
tudes and habits. From his record of eye-movements it may be said that,
with rare exceptions there is no such thing as recognition by word groups
in a single eye-fixation in straight ahead reading in the primary grades.
"The child must actually see practically all the words, and often more than
one eye-fixation is required to recognize a particular word In other
words, only a very superior reader in the second or third grade develops
sufficiently mature eye movements in reading to have an average span of
recognition longer than the single word." He concludes that the eye-move-
ment studies indicate that the phrase is not the unit of recognition in
primary reading, even though it is often the unit of meaning, and frequent-
ly the unit of vocalization in immature oral reading.
2
Harris has stated that it is recognized that comprehension is the
major goal in reading instruction, but good comprehension cannot be
achieved by one who has serious deficiencies in word recognition.
1
Stone, 0. R., Better Primary Reading
,
Webster Publishing, 19^6 , P. 165
2
Harris, A. J., How to Increase Rea ding Abi lity
,
Longmans, Green, 19^0
P. 250
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1Russell made a studv by questionnaire on general organization, con-
tent, vocabulary controls, methods, and accessories for a primary grade
reading program. He found a great spread of opinion regarding the best
methods of presenting the new words of a lesson. "Sixteen per cent favor
preliminary sentence drill involving use of context clues to include all
new words, and the same percentage approve such drill on selected words.
Eleven per cent favor preliminary phrase drill on selected words, and ten
per cent preliminary word drill on selected words. Less than ten per cent
favor each of ten other methods of presenting new words." There was less
agreement in regard to teaching methods than in the other four main sec-
tions of the questionnaire
.
The evidence from this research points to the fact that experimenta
tion on this topic should prove interesting to many educators, since there
was and still is much controversy over it. Therefore, the following study
is an attempt to measure the affect of teaching new words in isolation
versus teaching new words in phrases during the first six weeks in seven
first grades
.
1
Russell, D. H., "Opinions of Experts About Primary-3-rade Basic Reading
Programs", Elementary School Journal
,
44:602-9
,
June, 1944
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CHAPTER II
EXERCISES FOR THE EXPERIMENT
This study is an effort to determine whether children profit more
from learning words in isolation or in phrases under regular classroom
conditions at the beginning of the first grade.
The term 'words in isolation' as used in this study means that all
new words were presented with one word on each flash card.
The term 'new words in phrases' means that each new word was pre-
sented on flash cards with another word or words with it.
The first problem for the writer was to determine the kinds of exer-
cises to use. It was decided to keep them as simple as possible. The same
type of oral and written practice was given in each method to keep the
opportunity for success as near equal as possible.
In the system where this experiment was conducted formal teaching of
reading begins when children start first grade. Therefore, it was deemed
reasonable to use the first six weeks of school in the fall for this pur-
pose
.
1
Ten minutes is the usual length of teaching periods in the first
grade. There are no statistical data available to support or refute that
time allotment. Therefore, the writer selected as teaching time one ten-
minute period daily for thirty successive school days. Another ten-minute
period each day was used for the game which accompanied the lesson and
1
Murphy, H. A., "Auditory and Visual Discrimination in Reading", Unpub-
lished Ed. D. Thesis, Boston University, 19^5
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9gave practice on words and phrases taught previously and those taught on
that day.
The next procedure was to decide upon the number of words and
phrases to present each day. The writer felt that unless a fairly heavy
load were given it might not show much difference in the two methods among
the superior, average, and slow groups. No attempt was made to adapt to
the various learning rates. Five new words were presented each day by both
methods for four days each week. Every Friday was a general review of all
the words which had been taught.
The Friday review for the first three weeks was motivated by having
the words and phrases printed on colored slips of paper. The children read
the words individually and if a child knew all of the words or phrases he
made them into a chain. During the last three weeks of the experiment words
and phrases were printed on white slips of paper for the review on Friday.
If a child knew all the words or phrases, they were given to him and he
was given as many stars for his ladder as the number of slips he held. The
child placed the stars on the rungs of the ladder.
1
The Pre-Frimers "We Look and See", "We Work and Play", "We Come and
Co", and the Primer "Fun with Dick and Jane" were chosen as the reading
series to be used. The words were selected as they appeared in the text.
Description of Material
On Page 11 is presented Table I, "Daily Lesson Plans." This gives an
over-all view of the work planned, time allotment, and the order of pre-
sentation of the new words and phrases for the first three week period.
1
Curriculum Foundation Series, Scott, Foresman Company
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On Page 12 is presented Table II, "Daily Lesson Plans." This gives
a comprehensive picture of the work planned, time allotment, and the order
of presentation of new words and phrases for the last three week period.
Each teacher was furnished the flash cards to use in presenting the
words and phrases. The flash cards were 5” X 9" and made of drawing paper.
A written exercise was mimeographed to accompany each lesson. A new game
was taught each Monday and repeated through the week. This gave the child-
ren an opportunity to really learn it and enjoy playing it. Suggestions
for word enrichment and phrase enrichment accompanied every lesson.
Sample lesson plans may be found on Pages 15 and 14 which are self-
explanatory. The entire series will be found in appendix Page 56 .
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Table I Daily Lesson Plans
Time Words Phrases
First Week
1st day Dick, look*, oh*, Look, Dick Oh, oh, Dick Dick, look
Jane, see* Look, Jane See, see
2nd day funny*, Baby, Funny Jane, funny Dick Baby and Dick
and, Spot, come* Spot and Baby Come and see Come, come
3rd day run*, Puff, jump
?
Run, run Run, Puff Jump, Puff
Tim, up* Run and jump Baby and Tim Come up, Tim
4th day go*, down*, work? Go up, Tim up and down Father works
Father, Mother, Mother works come and go up
5th day
wo rks*
R E VIEW
Second Week
1st day play*, help*, See Dick play help Jane big Father
away*, big*, See Father work Jane helps Mother
little*, helps* little Mother Go away Help Mother
2nd day is, not, the, Father is big my baby can not see
my*
,
can* the big, big mother My little baby
3rd day find*, I, make* find Dick I can work something blue
makes , something, can make something makes something
4th day
blue
yellow, red, car, something yellow The little boat
cars, boat, boats, red and yellow cars can make boats
Sally ray little red car my little red boat
5th day R E
Baby SallyVIEW
Third Week
1st day wants, said, it, Baby wants something Baby Sally said
ball, to It is down see it the big ball
2nd day me, in, we, you?
Run to the car Up it comes
help me away we go in the car
he re You can go Puff is here We can go
3rd day for, cookies, on«
Here is Spot
cookies for me Where is the cookie
three? where* one for Father three big cookies
4th day a*, two, house,
oh, where
a cookie A big house My family
family, fun two little cookies It is fun
5th day R E VIEW
* Capitals also
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Table II Daily Lesson Plans
Time Words Phrases
fourth Week
1st day this*, guess*. This is fun Yes, yes I can guess
yes*, who*, no* Guess who it is No, no Who is it
2nd day what*, are, do, What is it You are too little
too, will* do what I do I will see Will you
5rd day please*, she*, please help me She said look pretty
laughed, pretty*, Mother laughed Please do something
4th day
white Puff is white Pretty Puff
eat, four, he, Father will eat here He said
get, ride we will get Spot four in this family
ride in a car
5th day R E VIEW
Fifth Week
1st day went, at, farm, Away went the car Grandmother laughed
Grandmother, the family went away I see Grandfather
Grandfather at the farm
2nd day hello*, bow-wow? Hello, Grandmother can say hello
5rd day
say, pony, horses four big horses Spot said, "Bow-wow"
a pony
on, fast, good. ride on a pony go fast a good ride
4th day
saw, hen the hen house Sally saw Father
eggs, cluck*, Here are eggs Do you have eggs
ran, have, Cluck, cluck the little chickens
chickens ran away fast
5th day R E VIEW
Sixth Week
1st day but*, barn, did, But we did find a cat a black horse
2nd day
they*, black went to the barn did not find eggs
Where are they
cat, kittens, a mother cat the big red cows
5rd day
dog, pigs, cows four kittens a big dog
saw the little cigs
wanted, mew*, wanted to play Mew, mew ate and ate
4th day
with, sat, ate play with a kitten sat and sat
pet, pets, home, Two pets I have a pet at home
rabbit, thank*, a pretty rabbit Thank you thank you
duck, ducks little ducks a duck for a pet
5th day R E VIEW
Capitals also
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LESSON ONE
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
Dick Look (look) Oh (oh) Jane See (see)
WRITTEN EXEROISS TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : This is a matching exercise. Have the children match the
word on the left to the one on the right which is the same. Have them use
crayons and change to a different color with each word.
See Dick
Dick see
look Oh
oh Jane
Jane look
Look oh
Oh See
see Look
SAME : " FISHING "
Use the same flash cards which were used in presenting the words. Turn
them face down on a table. Let a child pick up and read each card. The
cards which he picks up and reads correctly count as fish which he caught.
Put his score on the board. Let each child have a turn to pick up all the
cards. The one who is able to catch more fish by reading them correctly
wins the game. If time permits, let them play it again.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
Dick Dick is a boy's name.
look This means to look at something or call attention to someone,
oh You say, "Oh" when you get hurt. It shows surprise.
Jane Jane is a girl's name.
see It means to see something or understand something.
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LESSON ONE
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FUSH CARDS :
Look, Dick Oh, oh, Dick Jane, look Look, Jane See, see
WRITTEN SXSROISS TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions: This is a matching exercise. Have the children match the
phrase on the left to the one on the right which is the same. Have them
use crayons and change to a different color with each phrase.
Look, Dick See, see
Oh, oh, Dick Jane, look
Jane, look Look, Dick
Look, Jane Oh, oh, Dick
See, see Look, Jane
SAME: "FISHING"
Use the same flash cards which were used in presenting the phrases.
Turn them face down on a table. Let a child pick up and read each card
The cards which he picks up and reads correctly count as fish which he
caught. Put his score on the board. Let each child have a turn to pick
up all the cards. The one who is able to catch more fish by reading
them correctly wins the game. If time permits, let them play it again.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
Look, Dick
Oh, oh, Dick
See, see
and Look, 'Jane They mean for Dick or Jane to look at
something.
This shows surprise over something which is happening.
This is said when you want someone to see something.
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CHAPTER III
PLAN 0? THE EXPERIMENT
Construction of Tests
It was necessary to find out what words, if any, that the children
were familiar with before the teaching was started. A multiple choice test
was made in which the children drew a line through the word when the
teacher read it. The sixty words which were to be presented during the
first three weeks were included in the test. The multiple choice test was
given at the beginning and end of the first three weeks. All children
in the experiment were given this test.
Another multiple choice test was needed for the last three weeks of
the experiment. The sixty words which were to be presented during the last
three week period were included in this test. This was also given at the
beginning and end of the last three week period to all children.
A copy of each test may be found in the Appendix, Page 111.
Individual Oral Reading Tests
Test I was given at the end of the first three week period to the
children who were being taught by the ’’word method” and to those who were
learning by the "phrase method". There were sixty words which had been
taught. Each word was included in this test in an original story form.
Test II was written using the sixty new words which were taught by
both methods during the last three week period. This test is also in story
form. A copy of the tests and directions for administering and scoring may
be found in the Appendix, Pages 108 and 109.
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Individua l Flash Card Te sts
All children were tested on the sixty words to be presented during
the first three weeks by using flash cards. There was one word on each ~ard
for this testing. It was done individually and the number of words known
were recorded. They were tested again at the end of that period using the
same flash cards. This was also an individual test and the number of words
known were recorded.
The same procedure was followed for the last three week period using
words on flash cards which were to be presented during that time. They were
tested again on the second set of sixty words at the end of that period.
Selection and Status of Population
The Superintendent of the Public Schools in a medium-sized, eastern
port city, gave his permission for the experiment to be conducted in the
system. A principal of one of the districts helped in obtaining this
permission. One hundred ninety-eight children in seven first grades were
given the preliminary tests.
Table III which follows shows the comparison of M. A. and 0. A. of
the population.
Table III Comparison of M. A • and. 3 • A #
T 1
'C Jl. C.A. M.A. M .A . '
1 Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 1
i
'73.84
i
6.26 68.55
i
9.72 '
i
The mean mental age being less than the mean chronological age in-
dicates the group was a little below normal in intelligence
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Teaching Procedure
The writer met with the teacherB the previous May to discuss the
experiment with those who would be participating in the acti#.l teaching
the following September. The purpose and plan of the experiment was
explained to then. Their cooperation was readily secured. The writer kept
in constant touch with the teachers during the six weeks of the experiment.
Four teachers taught new words in isolation for the first three
weeks and new words in phrases during the last three weeks of the experi-
ment. The other three teachers began by teaching new words in phrases for
the first three weeks and new words in isolation during the last three
weeks. In this way equating of teachers was unnecessary.
A comprehensive table follows which shows the plan of the experiment.
Table IV Plan of the Experiment
I- .. — - " —* *
1
1
1
No. of Teachers i
i
No. of Pupils 1 Time
t
'Method
i
i
i
i
1
1 4
i
i 92
i
1 First 3 weeks
i
1 Words
i
i
1
1
5
i
i 88
i
1 First 3 weeks
i
1 Phrases
i
»
1
1 4
i
i 92
i
' Last 3 weeks
i
' Phrases
i
i
1
1
i
i 88
i
' Last 3 weeks
i
1 Words
t
i

Specific Teaching Procedure for Words and Phrases
1. Show the flash card with the first word or phrase on it. Enrich
it fully with meaning.
2. Let each child frame the word or phrase and say it.
5.
Show the next word or phrase. Enrich it.
4. Then put the two flash cards on the chalk tray.
5. Review those two by giving the meaning and having the child who
can tell the word or phrase go pick it out of the chalk tray and
show it to the group and say it. Then do the same for the other
word or phrase.
6. Teach the third word or phrase.
7. Then review the three words or phrases the same as in number 5*
8. Teach the fourth word or phrase.
9. Review all as before.
10. Teach the fifth word or phrase.
11. Review all as before.
.*1
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Method of Conducting- the Testing; Program
The preliminary testing program began on September 11, 1946, the
second day school was in session. The multiple choice test was given on
that date by the classroom teachers in the seven first grades to find out
how many words the children knew before the experiment.
The preliminary flash card test was given on September 1^, 1946 by
the classroom teachers for the same purpose.
On October 4, 1946 the final test in story form was given. The
following week was given to final testing for the first three week period
and preliminary testing for the last three week period.
The last three week period bega^ on Oct. l4, 1946 and ended November
5. The final test in story form was given on the latter date. The last
multiple choice test was given November 6 and the final flash card test
was given November 7«
1
The Pintner Cunningham Mental Test was given to obtain the Mental
Ages
.
The results of all tests have been studied and the data analyzed in
Chapter IV of this thesis.
1
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OP DATA
The data were analyzed to study the effect of teaching new words in
isolation and new words in phrases on:
1. Speed of acquiring a sight vocabulary
2. Children of different intelligence levels, and
5. Sex differences.
During the first week of school in September preliminary tests were
given to determine how many words the children knew before the teaching
began. One was a multiple choice test the scores of which were disregarded
because they were inaccurate. The children were able to obtain high scores
without actually knowing the words. However, samples of these tests may be
found in the appendix, Page 111
,
together with directions for administering
and scoring.
In addition to the above tests preliminary flash card tests were
given. Each child was tested individually on the words to be taught. The
results of these tests follow in Table V.
Table V Results of Preliminary Flash Card Tests
_L 1
1 r
1 Time 'No. of
1
'Pupils
1 1
1 t
'No. of '
'Words '
t 1
r
M ' S. D.
1
1
1
1
1 1
'Before the '
'first 3 weeks' 180
1 1
1 1
' 60 ' 2.73 ' 4.68
1
1
1
1 1
'Before the '
'last 3 weeks ' 180
1 t
1 1
' 60 ' 2.99 1 4.04
«
1
1
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Table VI Comparison of Total Scores on the Story Test
*
Method
’No. of
'Pupils
1
Mean S. D.
S. E.
M. ' Diff
.
' S. E.
1 Diff.
1
1 1
' C. R.’
1 1
Isolation
1
' 180 25.27 15.57 1.16
1
1
1 t
1 1
1
' 5.25 1 1.61 ' 2.00 '
Phrase 1 180 22.04 i5 .ll 1.12 i 1 1
Table VI shows the mean score for isolation was 25*27 compared to
22.04 for phrases . The critical ratio of 2.00 showed the chances to be
96 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
Table VII Comparison of Total Scores on the Flash Card Test
Method No. of Mean S. D.
1
1
1 Pupils
1
i
1
1
1
1
1
M. 1
t
t
1
Diff
1
1 Isolation
1
' 180
1
' 26.70
1
« 17.75
1
1 1.52
1
1
1
1
1 1 1 1 1
' 5.05 « 1.85
1 Phrase ' 180 '21.65 1 17.00 1 1.27 1 1
S. E Diff
.
S. E. C. R,
2.76
Table VII shows the mean score for isolation was 26,JO compared to
21.65 for phrases. The critical ratio of 2.76 showed the chances to be
99 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
*
Each Method - 120 Words
II
I
.
.
1
l-
. .
.
1
I
t
.
I
:
1
.
I
.
I
I
I
1
1
!
I
*
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Table VIII Comparison of Scores for the First Three Y/eeks - Story
*
I..
Method
'No. of
' Pupils
i
i
' Mean
i
S. D.
S. E.
M. ' Diff.
S. E. '
Diff. ' C. R.
1
Isolation
i
' 92
i
'22.17 15.88 1.45
t
1
i i 1
.15 2.21 ' .06
Phrase ' 88 '22 .04 15.66 1.67 1
Table VIII shows the mean score for isolation was 22.17 compared to
22.04 for phrases. The critical ratio of .06 in favor of isolation was not
significant.
Table IX Comparison of Scores for the First Three Weeks
on Flash Cards
-1
Method
'No. of
' Pupils
1
1
' Mean
1
1
' S. D.
1
' S. E.
M. ' Diff.
' S. E.
' Diff.
1
1 n pW • JLv •
1
Isolation
1
' 92
1
'28.17
1
'15.80 ' I.65
I
! 1
1 1 1
' 7.19 ' 2.49 ' 2.89
Phrase ' 88
1
'20.97
1
’17.55
1
' 1.87 i
1
Table IX shows the mean score for isolation was 28.17 compared to
20.97 for phrases. The critical ratio of 2.89 showed the chances to be
99 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
*
Each Method - 60 Words
II
!
.
!
\
I
I
J I
I
! I
.
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. r
1 1 »
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1
J
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1
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I
1
t
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i
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Table X Comparison of Scores for the Last Three Weeks on the Story
Test
*
1
' Method
' No. of
1 Pupils
1
1 Mean
1
S. D. *
s. s.
M.
1
1 Diff.
’ S. E.
* Diff.
.
'
* C. R.
'
1
' Isolation ' 88
1
*26.81
t
17.05 ' 1.81
1
1
1
1
1 1
1 1
1 1 1 4.78 1 2.56 * 2.02 *
1 Phrase
1
' 92 *22 .05
1
U.55 '
1
1.51 1
1
1
1
t 1
1 1
Table X shows the mean score for isolation was 26.81 compared to
22.05 for phrases. The critical ratio of 2.02 showed the chances to be
96 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
Table XI Comparison of Scores for the Last Three Weeks on the Flash
*
Card Test
1
—
* Method
' No. of
1 Pupils
1
* Mean
1
' S. D.
' S. E. '
' M. ' Diff.
' S. E.
' Diff.
1
' C. R. '
1
' Isolation
1
1
* 88
1
1
'25.17
t
1
'19.46
1
t 1
' 2.07 '
1 t 4.08
1
1
' 2.64
1 t
1 1
'1.54 '
* Phrase
j
' 92
1
'21.09
1
'15.71
1
' 1.64 '
1 t
!
1
1 1
t 1
Table XI shows the mean score for isolation was 25*17 compared to
21.09 for phrases. The critical ratio of 1.54 showed the chances to be
87 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
Each Method - 60 Words
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Table XII Comparison of Scores Obtained by Boys on the Story Tests
• — » — — *
1 1 No. of 1 t ' s. s. 1 ' S. E. 1 1
1 Method ’ Pupils 1 Mean ' S. D. ' M. 1 Diff. ' Diff. ' C. R. '
1
' Isolation
1
' 95
1
'21.78
1
'15.70
1
' 1.42
1
1
1
1
1 t
t t
1 1 1 1 1 1 2.29 ' 2.01 ' 1.14 '
' Phrase
«
1 95
i
'19.49
1
'15.75
1
' 1.42
1
I
1
1
1
1 1
1 1
Table XII shows the mean score for isolation was 21.78 compared to
19.^9 for phrases. The critical ratio of 1.14 showed the chances to be
75 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
Table XIII Comparison of Scores Obtained by Boys on the Flash Card
Tests
*
1
1 Method
' No. of
' Pupils
1
' Mean S. D.
s. s.
M. ' Diff.
' S. E.
' Diff.
1
1
1 n d 1w • rv •
1
1 Isolation ' 95
1
'22.81 15.97 1.66
1 t
1 1
t 1
• 4.84 ' 2.50 ' 2.10 *
»
i
Phrase
;
95 '17.97
1
15.45 1.60 t 1
1 1
Table XIII shows the mean score for isolation was 22.81 compared to
17.97 for phrases. The critical ratio of 2.10 showed the chances to be
96 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
*
Each Method - 60 Words
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Table XIV Comparison of Scores Obtained by Girls on the Story Tests
*
1
' Mo. of 1 1 ' S. 3. 1 ' S. E. ' 1
1 Method 1 Pupils 1 Mean ' S. D. ' M. ' Diff. ' Diff. ' 0. R. '
1
1 Isolation
1
1
1 87
1
1
'27.28
1
1
'17.45
1
1
' 1.87
1
1
1
' 2.52
! 1
1 1
' 2.55 '
1
1
.99 '
1 Phrase
1
' 87
1
'24.76
1
'16.11
1
' 1.75
1
1
1
1 1
1 1
1
1
Table XIV shows the mean score for isolation was 27.28 compared to
24.76 for phrases. The critical ratio of .99 showed the chances to be
67 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
Table XV Comparison of Scores Obtained by Girls on the Flash Card
Tests
'Method
' Mo. of
' Pupils
1
' Mean
1
1 S. D.
' S. E.
M. ' Diff.
1
1
3. E. '
Diff. ' C. R.
1 Isolation
1
' 87
1
'29.65 'I8.59 1 2.00
1
1
1
1
1 1 1
' 4.96 1 2.7
6
1 1.80
' Fnrase ' 87
1
'24.69
i
'17.85
1
' 1.91 1
t
1
1
Table XV shows the mean score for isolation was 29.65 compared to
24.69 for phrases. The critical ratio of 1.80 showed the chances to be
92 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
*
Each Method - 60 Words
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1 1 1
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Table XVI Comparison of Scores on the Story Tests of Children
Above 110 I. Q.
Method
' No. of
1 Pupils
1
' Mean S. D.
S. E.
M.
1 1
1 Diff. '
S. E.
Diff.
1
' C. R
Isolation
1
1 25
1
'54.96 11.97 2.59
1 1
t 1
1
1
1 j
'2.52 ' 5.57 ' .75
Phrase 1 25 '52.44 11.85 2.57 1 1 1
Table XVI shows the mean score for isolation was 5^*96 compared to
52.44 for phrases. The critical ratio of
.75 shows the chances to be
54 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
Table XVII Comparison of Scores on the Flash Card Tests of
Children Above 110 I. Q.
*
1
1 Method
' No. of
1 Pupils
1 t
' Mean ' S. D.
S. E.
M.
1
' Diff.
1
1
S. E.
Diff.
1 1
i r» p 1
1
1 Isolation
1
' 25
1 1
'40.24 ' 15.52 2.66
1
i
1
»
t t
1 1
1 1 1 1
' 6.84 1 5.71 '1.84 '
1
1
Phrase 1 25
1
'55.40 '
1 1
12.92 2.58 i
1
i
1
1 t
t 1
Table XVII shows the mean score for isolation was 40. 24 compared to
55*^0 for phrases. The critical ratio of 1.84 shows the chances to be
95 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
*
Each Method - 60 Words
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I '
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Table XVIII Comparison of Scores on the Story Tests of Children
From 100-110 I. Q.
*
1
'Method
'No. of
' Pupils
1
' Mean S. D.
s. s.
M.
1
' Diff.
1
1
S. E.
Diff.
1 1
' C. R.'
1
' Isolation
1
' 25
1
'55.20 12.41 2.48
j
1
1
1
1 1
1 1
t 1 1
' 4.56 1 5.09 ' 1.48 '
'Phrase
1
' 25
1
'50.64
1
10.48 2.10 1
1
1
1
1 1
1 1
Table XVIII shows the mean score for isolation was 55*20 compared
to *0 ,6b for phrases. The critical ratio of 1.48 shows the chances to be
86 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
Table XIX Comparison of Scores on the Flash Card Tests of
Children From 100-110 I. Q.
*
1
' Method
' No. of
' Pupils
1
' Mean
1
' 3. D.
' S. E.
' M.
«
' Diff.
' S. E.
' Diff.
1
1 '"l n
v-f • A •
1
1
"1
' Isolation
1
' 25
1
' 56.52
1
'15.50 ' 5.10
1
1
1
1
1
i
1 1 1 1
' 6.00 ' 5.22 ' 1.87 1
' Phrase
1
' 25
1
'50.52
t
'15.10
i
' 5.02 «
1
1
1
1
1
Table XIX shows the mean score for isolation was 5^.52 compared
to 50.52 for phrases. The critical ratio of 1.87 shows the chances to be
95 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
*
Each Method - 60 V/ords
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Table XX Comparison of Scores on the Story Tests of Children
From 90-99 1 . 0.
.
*
1
' No. of 1 1 ' S. E. 1 ' S. E. ' '
‘Method 1 Pupils ' Mean ' S. D. ' M. ' Diff. ' Diff. 1 C. R. '
1
' Isolation
1
1
' 65
1
1
' 24.86
1
1
' 15.98
1
t
' 1.98
1
1
«
' 2.81
1 1 1
t 1 t
' 2.55 ' 1.11 '
'Phrase
1
1 65
1
'22.05
1
'15.06
1
* 1.87
1
1
1
1 ! 1
1 1 1
Table XX shows the mean score for isolation was 24.86 compared to
22.05 for phrases. The critical ratio of 1.11 shows the chances to be
75 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
Table XXI Comparison of Scores on the Flash Card Tests of
Children From 90-99 I. Q.
*
1 1 No. of 1 1 ' S. E. 1 ' S. E. ' 1
' Method ' Pupils ' Mean ' S. D. 1 M. « Diff. ' Diff.' C. R. t
1
' Isolation
1
1
' 65
1
1
'29.01
1
1
' 17 .02
1
' 2.11
1
1
1
1 6.70
1 1
1 1
' 2.94 ' 2.29
1
1
1
1 Phrase
1
' 65
»
'22.52
!
' 16.48
1
1 2.04
1
t
1
1 t
1 t
1
t
Table XXI shows the mean score for isolation was 29.01 compared to
22.52 for phrases. The critical ratio of 2.29 shows the chances to be
98 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
*
Each Method - 60 Words
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Table XXII Comparison of Scores on the Story Tests of Children
Below 90 I
.
Q
.
Method
' Mo. of
1 Pupils 1 Mean 1 S. D.
' S. E
' M
Isolation
1
' 65
t
t 1
'15.82 '
1 1
12.58
1
' 1.56
1
Phrase 1 65
1
'14.76 '
t 1
15.55 ' 1.68
1
Diff
.
1.06
S. E.
Diff,
2.29
C. R,
.46
Table XXII shows the mean score for isolation was 15.82 compared to
14.76 for phrases. The critical ratio of .46 shows the chances to be
54 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
Table XXTII Comparison of Scores on the Flash Card Tests of
Children Below 90 I. Q.
*
1
' Method
' No. of
' Pupils
1
' Mean S. D.
S. E. '
M. * Diff.
' S. E. ' '
' Diff.' C. R. '
1
' Isolation ' 65
1
'15.80 15.47
1
1.67 '
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1
' 7.52 ' 2.41 ' 5.04 '
' Phrase
1 |
65 ' 8.48
1
15.99 1.74 '
1
1 1 1
1 t 1
Table XXIII shows the mean score for isolation was 15.80 compared to
8.4S for phrases. The critical ratio of 5 .04 shows a significant difference
in favor of isolation.
*
Each Method - 60 Words
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of teaching
new words in isolation versus teaching new words in phrases . It was an
evaluation of the two methods as they affect :
1. Speed of acquiring a sight vocabulary
2. Children of different intelligence levels, and
5. Sex differences.
Preliminary tests were given to determine how many words were known
before the teaching was started. These tests were given the first week
school was in session to one hundred ninety-eight first grade children. The
data on only one hundred eighty of the children could be used because some
moved away before the end of the experiment and others were ill.
Four of the seven first grades began by teaching new words in isola-
tion and the other three began by teaching new words in phrases. At the end
of three weeks those who started with isolation taught phrases the last
three weeks. Those who began with phrases taught words in isolation the last
three weeks. This made the equating of teachers unnecessary.
Five new words were presented each day for four days a week by both
methods. Ten minutes was the time allotted for the teaching period. Ten
minutes more was used in playing the game accompanying the lesson. A
written lesson was supplied for each day. A general review was given each
fifth day. The experiment was over a period of thirty successive school
days
.
'.
• -
.
An individual oral reading test in story form and individual flash
card tests were given at the end of the first three weeks and again at the
close of the experiment.
Conclusions
:
The words in isolation were superior to words in phrases in all
instances
.
While the individual story tests are the most reliable in testing
actual reading performance the scores on the flash card tests cannot be
ignored because the words were presented on flash cards and the games were
played with them for additional practice.
The writer was assisted in giving the individual story tests by the
reading supervisor and her assistant. The flash card tests were given by
the classroom teachers.
In the total population on the individual oral reading tests the
mean score for isolation was 2^.27 compared to 22.04 for phrases. The
critical ratio of 2.00 showed the chances to be 96 in 100 that it is a true
difference in favor of isolation.
In the total population on the flash card tests the mean score for
isolation was 26.70 compared to 21.65 for phrases. The critical ratio of
2.76 showed the chances to be 99 in 100 that it is a true difference in
favor of isolation.
At the end of the first three weeks on the story test the mean score
for isolation was 22.17 compared to 22.04 for phrases. The critical ratio
of .06 in favor of isolation was not significant.
..
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At the end of the first three weeks on the flash card test the mean
score for isolation was 28.17 compared to 20.97 for phrases. The critical
ratio of 2.89 showed the chances to be 99 in 100 that it is a true
difference in favor of isolation.
On the story test at the end of the last three weeks the mean score
for isolation was 26.81 compared to 22.05 for phrases. The critical ratio
of 2.02 showed the chances to be 96 in 100 that it is a true difference in
favor of isolation.
On the flash card test at the end of the last three weeks the mean
score for isolation was 25.17 compared to 21.09 for phrases. The critical
ratio of 1.54 showed the chances to be 87 in 100 that it is a true differ-
ence in favor of isolation.
On the story tests the mean score for boys for isolation was 21.78
compared to 19.49 for phrases. The critical ratio of l.l4 showed the chances
to be 75 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
On the flash card tests the mean score for boys for isolation was
22.81 compared to 17.97 for phrases. The critical ratio of 2.10 showed the
chances to be 96 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
On the story tests the mean score for girls for isolation was 27.28
compared to 24.76 for phrases. The critical ratio of .99 showed the chances
to be 67 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
On the flash card tests the mean score for girls for isolation was
29.65 compared to 24.69 for phrases. The critical ratio of 1.80 showed the
chances to be 92 in 100 that it is a true difference in favor of isolation.
On the story tests the mean score for children above 110 I. Q. for
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isolation was 54.96 compared to 52.44 for phrases. The critical ratio of
.75 showed the chances to be 5^ in 100 that it is a true difference in
favor of isolation.
On the flash card tests the mean score for children above 110 I. Q.
for isolation was 40.24 compared to 55*^0 for phrases. The critical ratio
of 1.84 showed the chances to be 95 in 100 that it is a true difference in
favor of isolation.
On the story tests the mean score for children from 100-110 I. Q.
for isolation was 55*20 compared to 50.64 for phrases. The critical ratio
of 1.48 showed the chances to be 86 in 100 that it is a true difference in
favor of isolation.
On the flash card tests the mean score for children from 100-110 I.Q.
for isolation was 56.52 compared to 50.52 for phrases. The critical ratio
of 1.87 showed the chances to be 95 in 100 that it is a true difference in
favor of isolation.
On the story tests the mean score for children from 90-99 I. Q. for
isolation was 24.86 compared to 22.05 for phrases. The critical ratio of
1.11 showed the chances to be 75 in 100 that it is a true difference in
favor of isolation.
On the flash card tests the mean score for children from 90-99 I. Q,.
for isolation was 29.01 compared to 22.52 for phrases. The critical ratio
of 2.29 showed the chances to be 98 in 100 that it is a true difference in
favor of isolation.
On the story tests the mean score for children below 90 I. Q. for
isolation was 15.82 compared to 14.76 for phrases. The critical ratio of
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.46 showed the chances to be jb in 100 that it is a true difference in
favor of isolation.
On the flash card tests the mean score for children below 90 I. Q.
for isolation was I5.8O compared to 8.48 for phrases. The critical ratio
of J.Ob showed a significant difference in favor of isolation.
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CHAPTER VI
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
I Problems suggested from analysis of the data in this study:
1. To study the effect of teaching new words in isolation and
new words in phrases at different grade levels.
2. To study the effect of those two methods at the end of grade
one
.
5. To study the effect of the two methods on a larger population
at the beginning of grade one.
II Problems suggested during the testing program:
1. To administer the same tests to children who were not on the
experiment for comparison of growth.
2. To develop a group test which would be accurate in measuring
vocabulary.
5. To determine which words were easier to learn.

APPENDIX A
TEACHING EXERCISES FOR THE EXPERIMENT

LESSON ONE
WORDS TO 3£ PRESENTED ON FLASH SARDS :
Dick Look (look) oh (Oh) Jan© See (see)
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : This is a matching exercise. Have the children match the
word on the left to the one on the right which is the same. Have them use
crayons and change to a different color with each word.
See Dick
Dick see
look Oh
oh Jane
Jane look
Look oh
Oh See
see Look
GAME : " FISHING "
Use the same flash cards which were used in presenting the words. Turn
them face down on a table. Let a child pick up and read each card. The
cards which he picks up and reads correctly count as fish which he caught.
Put his score on the board. Let each child have a turn to pick up all the
cards. The one who is able to catch more fish by reading them correctly
wins the game. If time permits, let them play it again.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
Dick - Dick is a boy's name.
look - It means to look at something or call attention to something,
oh - This shows surprise. You say, "Oh" when you get hurt.
Jane - Jane is a girl's name.
see - You may see something. It sometimes means to understand something.
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LESSON ONE
PHRASES TO 3E PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
Look, Dick Oh, oh, Dick Dick, look Look, Jane See, see
WRITTEN SXEROISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
This is a matching exercise. Have the children match the phrase on
the left to the one on the right which is the same. Have them use cray-
ons and change to a different color with each phrase.
Look, Dick See, see
Oh, oh, Dick Dick, look
Dick, look Look, Dick
Look, Jane See Dick
See, see Oh, oh, Dick
See Dick
GAME : " FISHING "
Look, Jane
Use the same flash cards which were used in presenting the phrases.
Turn them face down on a table. Let a child pick up and read each card
The cards which he picks up and reads correctly count as fish which
he caught. Put his score on the board. Let each child have a turn to
pick up all the cards. The one who is able to catch more fish by read-
ing them correctly wins the game. If time permits, let them play it
again.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
Look, Dick or Look, Jane They mean for Dick or Jane to look at
something.
Oh, oh, Dick or Oh, oh, Jane Surprise is being shown over some-
thing which is happening.
See, see This is said when you want someone to
see something.
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LESSON TWO
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
funny (Funny) Baby and Spot come (Come)
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO AOCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions s Draw a line through the word that does not belong in the
horizontal line.
funny funny fancy funny
Baby Baby Baby Body
an and and and
Spot Spot Spot Spit
come come came come
" FISHING "
directions see lesson one. Include words which were taught
lesson one.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
funny - Something funny makes you laugh. It may be a funny picture, a
funny person, or funny clothes.
Baby - You were once a little baby.
and - You speak of you and somebody else. Here is an apple and an orange.
Spot - This is the dog's name in the story. It may be a spot on a dress.
It may be a place like 'that spot.'
come - Gome in the house. Gome to the party.
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LESSON TWO
PHRASES TO 3E PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
Funny Jane funny Dick Baby and Dick Spot and Baby
Gome and see Gome, come
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Draw a line through the phrase which is unlike the others
in the horizontal line.
Funny Jane Funny Dick Funny Jane Funny Jane
funny Baby funny Dick funny Dick funny Dick
Look and see Look and see Look and see Gome and see
Jane and Dick Dick and Jane Dick and Jane Dick and Jane
Oh, see Oh, see Oh, come Oh, see
Baby and Jane Baby and Jane Baby and Jane Baby and Dick
GAME : " FISHING
For directions
n
see lesson one. Include phrases which were taught in
lesson one.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT
Funny Jane or
:
funny Dick - They will make you laugh.»
Baby and Dick - This may mean that
Spot and Baby - Spot is the dog's :
Gome, come - When mother calls you
they are together,
name
.
she may say, " Gome, come .
"
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L5S30N THREE
WORDS TO 35 PRESENTED ON FLASH OARDS :
Run (run) Puff jump (jump) Tim up (Up)
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions s 0ircle all words which are the same as the top word
Run Puff run jump Tim up Jump Up
funny Puff ran jam Time up Jumbo pull
Run and rut jump The until Jump put
Baby Puff run jot Tim to Jim Up
Spot Put run juice Tip up Jot pup
Run Puff rat jump Tim on Jump Up
GAME : " FISHING ti
For directions see lesson one . Include all words which have been
taught
.
WORD SNRI3HMENT :
Run - This means to go fast. Have a child do it.
Puff - It is the name of the kitten in the story. It may be a cover to put
over you on the bed to keep warm. You puff when you run or walk fast.
A steam engine puffs.
Jump - You can jump rope, jump over something, or jump when frightened.
Let a child jump.
Tim - It is the teddybear's name in the story.
up - It means to climb up, go up in an airplane, walk up some stairs, or
go up a hill. You blow up a balloon.
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LESSON THREE
PHRASES TO 33 PRESENTED ON FLASH SARDS :
Run, run Run, Puff Jump, Puff Run and jump Baby and Tim
Gome up, Tim
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions ; Circle all the phrases which are the same as the top
phrase
.
Run, Spot Jump, Jane Run, run Baby and Tim Come up. Tim
Run, Dick Jump, Dick Run, Jane Baby and Dick Jump up, Spot
Run, Spot Jump, Puff Run, run Baby and Jane Come up, Jane
Run, Jane Jump, Jane Run, Puff Baby and Tim Come up, Tim
Run, Dick Jump, Spot Run, Dick Baby and Spot Come up, Dick
Run, Spot Jump, Dick Run, run Baby and Puff Come up, Puff
GAME : " FISHING "
For directions see lesson one. Include all phrases which have been
taught
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
Run, run - Show me what this means
.
Run, Puff - Someone is telling Puff to run.
Jump, Puff - Show me what Puff would do.
Gome up, Tim - Someone wants Tim to come up.
Run and jump - Have some child do it.
Baby and Tim - Tim is the teddybear.
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LESSON FOUR
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
go (Go) down (Dovm) Work (work, Works, works) Father Mother
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Circle the words that begin with the same letter as the
word at the top.
go down Work Father Mother
get do Vain Eat Nancy
so bone we Even Many
game dot run Fun New
GAME : " FISHING "
For directions see lesson one. Include all words which have been
taught
.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
go - A car can go. Children can go places.
down - It means to put something down, go down a hill, or down some
stairs
.
Work - Father goes to work to earn some money. Mother does the work
around the house. Discuss.
Father - Discuss.
Mother - Discuss
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LESSON FOUR
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
G-o up, Tim up and. down Father works Mother works
come and go up
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions j Circle all the phrases that begin with the same word as
the phrase at the top.
Go up, Tim up and down come and go Dick works
Go down
come and go
come up
Go up and down
go up and down
come and go
up and down
go down
go down
cone and see
come and work
go up, Tim
Mother works
Jane works
Dick works
Dick and Jane
GAME : " FISHING "
For directions see lesson one. Include all phrases which have been
taught
.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
Go up, Tim - Perhaps someone wants Tim to go up a ladder,
up and down - We go up and down on a see-saw.
Father works - Have the children tell why their fathers work and what
kind they do.
Mother works - Have the children tell why their mothers work and what
they do.
come and go up - You might say, " Come and go up the ladder."
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LESSON FIVE
This is a review lesson.
All the words which have been taught are printed on small strips
of colored paper. They are placed in an envelope. There is an envelope
for each child containing all the words. Write the names of the child-
ren on the envelopes so that you will be able to use them the follow-
ing week.
Call each child to your desk individually. Open his envelope and
have him read all the words to you. Words which he misses must be put
back in the envelope. The slips on which are written the words he
knows may be pasted and made into a chain. The chain may be hung up
in the room with the child’s name on it.
They will be eager to make a nice long chain.
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LESSON FIVE
This is a review lesson.
All the phrases which have been taught are printed on small
strips of colored paper. They are placed in an envelope. There is
an envelope for each child containing all the phrases.
Write the names of the children on the envelopes so that
you will be able to use it the following week.
Call each child to your desk individually. Open his envelope
and have him read all the phrases to you. Phrases which he misses
must be put back in the envelope. The slips on which are printed
the phrases he knows may be pasted and made into a chain. The chain
may be hung up in the room with the child's name on it.
They will be eager to make long chains.
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LESSON SIX
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH SARDS :
play (Play) helps (Helps, help, Help) away (Away) big (Big)
I
little (Little)
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Draw lines with crayons matching the word on the left to
the one in the house which is like it.
play
away
big
helps
little
big
play
little
helps
away
helps
away
play
big
little
play
little
away
helps
big
away
big
^elpe
little
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LESSON SIX (continued)
GAME : " G-RA.3-30X "
.
Place all the flash cards with words on them in a box including all
words which have been taught to date. Let each child have a "grab." If he
is unable to read the word correctly, he must put it at the bottom of the
box. Have the children take turns until all the cards have been used. The
child with the greatest number of cards at the end wins the game.
If time permits, play it again.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
play - You can play ball, play house, or play games. Discuss,
helps - A little girl helps her mother wash dishes. A little boy helps his
father clean his car. Discuss.
big - Discuss things that are big. Have the children name things that are
b'ig.
away - One may go away on a train, bus, or car.
little - Talk about things that are little. Chickens and mice are small.
Some books are small in comparison to others.
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LESSON SIX
PHRASES TO 3E PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
See Dick play help Jane See Father work Jane helps Mother
big Father little Mother Go away Help Mother
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Draw lines with crayons matching the phrase on the left to
the one in the house which is like it.
See Jane play
See Dick play
See Baby play
Help Mother
Help Jane
Help Dick
Go, Dick
Go, Baby
Go away
big Mother
big Jane
big Father
little Baby
little Mother
little Dick
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LESSON SIX (continued)
GAME : " GRAB-BOX "
Place all the flash cards with phrases on then in a box including
all the phrases which were taught to date. Let each child have a "grab"
If he is unable to read the card correctly, he must put it at the
bottom of the box. Have the children take turns until all the cards
have been used. The child with the greatest number of cards at the end
wins the game.
If time permits, play it again.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT s
See Dick play - Talk about different ways to play.
Jane helps Mother - Talk about ways to help mother.
Go away - It means to go away from a person or go away on a trip,
big Father - He is big beside a boy or girl.
little Mother - A little girl playing dolls is a little mother.
See Father work - Father works around the house sometimes. Discuss,
help Jane - Dick may help Jane with the dishes.
Help Mother - Discuss.
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LESSON SEVEN
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON PLASH CARDS :
is not the my (My) can (Oan)
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO AOOOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Put these words on the board, (is, not, the, my, can) The
children have papers with words on them as they are below. Underline the
word in the group which is like the one the teacher frames on the board.
Begin with the column at the left.
is no them me can
it not then my cane
in noon the by cat
GAME : " GRAB-BOX "
For directions see lesson six. Include all words which have been taught
previously.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
is - He is going home. He is here.
not - He is not going to the party. He is not at home.
the - The man is coming now. Was that the doorbell?
my - My car is outside. My pencil is broken. That is my book.
can - I can find the ball. Beans, peas, and tomatoes may be bought in a
can. Mother will can the tomatoes.
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LESSON SEVEN
PHRASES TO 3E PRESENTED ON FLASH SARDS :
Father is big my baby can not see Dick the big, big mother
My little baby
WRITTEN EXSROISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Put these phrases on the board. ( Father is big, can not
see, the baby, my Mother). The children have papers with phrases on them
as illustrated below. Children underline the phrases in the groups which
are like the one the teacher frames on the board. Tell the children to
start with the first group on the left.
Father is big can go the little baby my baby
Father is little can not see the big mother my Mother
Father is not little can not see Dick the baby my Father
GAME : " GRAB-BOX "
For directions see lesson six. Include all phrases which have been
taught previously.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
Father is big - This means that he is bigger than boys and girls. Explain,
my baby - Show that 'the 1 is used with various words such as, the book,
the apple, the pencil, etc.
can not see Dick - It means that he cannot be seen anywhere. Maybe he is
hiding.
the big, big mother - Mother is big beside you.
My little baby - It belongs to me. It is my dress. This is my little
sister
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LESSON EIGHT
WORDS TO 3E PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
find (Find) I makes (make) something blue
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Draw a line from the word on the left to the word on the
right which is the same. Use crayons and change after each word.
find
I
make 8
something
blue
blue
something
find
make 8
I
GAME : " ORA3-BOX "
For directions see lesson six. Include all words which have been taught
previously.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
find - Try to find the pin. Find the picture.
I - When you speak of yourself you say, "I."
makes - Mother makes cakes. Father makes things for the house. Discuss,
something - Are you looking for something? Is something wrong? Something
may be anything.
blue - It is a color. Have a child name the children who are wearing some-
thing blue.
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LESSON EIGHT
PHRASES TO 3E PRESENTED ON FLASH SARDS :
find Dick I can work something blue can make something
makes something
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : This is a matching exercise. Draw a line from the phras
on the left to the phrase on the right which is the same. Use crayons
and change color with each phrase.
find Dick
I can go
make s s omething
something blue
GAME : " GRAB-BOX "
For directions see lesson six.
taught previously.
I can go
something blue
find Dick
makes something
Include all phrases which have been
PHRASE ENRICHMENT s
find Dick - It means to look for him.
I can work - When you say that it means that you can do things to help
Mother and Father.
can make something - Father can make boats, kites, and houses. Discuss,
something blue - Blue is a color. Show me something blue in the room.
Take turns
.
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LESSON NINE
WORDS TO 3S PRESENTED ON FLASH SARDS :
yellow red cars (car) boats (boat) Sally
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Draw a line through the word that does not belong in the
horizontal line. Use crayons.
yellow yawn yellow yellow
reed red red red
cars cars cars care
boats boats boots boats
Polly Sally Sally Sally
" GRAB-BOX "
directions see lesson six. Include all words which have been
taught previously.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
yellow - Have the children name everything they can think of that is
yellow.
red - Let the children find everything that is red in the room,
cars - Gars are to ride in. Children have play cars. There are cars to
a train and subway cars. Discuss.
boats - There are big boats and little boats. Oanoes are little boats.
Encourage discussion.
Sally - This is a girl's name.
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LESSON NINE
FHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH QARD3 :
something yellow red and yellow cars my little red car
The little boat 3aby Sally can make boats my big red boat
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO AOCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Draw a line through the phrase that does not belong in
the horizontal line. Use crayons.
something yellow
blue cars
make boats
Go, Polly
something yellow
red cars
make cars
Go, Sally
something blue
red cars
make boats
Go, Sally
GASffi : " GRAB-BOX "
For directions see lesson six. Include all phrases which have been
taught previously.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
something yellow - Yellow is a color. Show me something in the room that
is yellow. What is in the sky that is yellow?
make something red - Red is a color. Have the children find things that
are red.
my little red car - This means that I have a little red car, or the one
who says it has a little red car.
The little boat - We ride on the water in a boat.
Baby Sally - Sally is a girl's name.
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LESSON TEN
This is a review lesson.
All words which have been taught this week are printed on small
strips of colored paper and placed in each child's envelope.
Let each child read all the words in his envelope including those
that he missed the first week and was- unable to put on his chain.
Proceed as before putting words that the child misses back in the
envelope. Those he knows are added to his chain.
This is an individual weekly test.
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LESSON TEN
This is a review lesson.
All the phrases which have been taught this week are printed on
small strips of colored paper and placed in each child's envelope.
Let each child read all the phrases in his envelope including
those that he missed the first week and was unable to put on his
chain.
Proceed as before putting phrases that the child misses back
in the envelope. Those he knows are added to his chain.
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LESSON ELEVEN
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH SARDS :
wants said it ball to
WRITTEN EXEROISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Circle all words which are the same as the top word.
wants said it ball to
went sat in bell too
wants say it bill to
when said ill ball two
what sail if boll tot
wants save is ball top
GAME : " MAIL-CARRIER "
Pass out the flash cards including all words which have Deen taught.
Give one to each child until all are given out. Each child reads the words
on each of his cards which he received. All those he could read are con-
sidered delivered. Those he holds in his hands are " dead letters.” The
child who holds the least cards at the end of the game wins.
If time permits, play it again.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
wants - The baby wants his mother. Polly wants a cracker,
said - You have said that before.
it - It will soon be time to go home. 'It' may be almost anything,
ball - You play with a ball. You can make a snowball. Discuss,
to - Please go to the store. Give this pencil to your friend.
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LESSON ELEVEN
PHRASES TO 3E PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
sees something Baby wants something Baby Sally said It is down
the big ball see it Run to the car Up it comes
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Circle all the phrases which are the same as the top
phrase
.
wants something Mother said See it play ball to help
wants Sally Father said see something blue ball to play
wants Jane Mother said see Jane play ball to run
wants something Jane said See it red ball to help
GAME : " MAIL-CARRIER "
Pass out the flash cards including all the phrases which have been
taught. Give one to each child until all are given out. Each child reads
the phrases on each of his cards which he received. All those he could
read are considered delivered. Those he holds in his hands are " dead
letters." The child who holds the least cards at the end of the game
wins
.
If time permits, play it again.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
Baby wants something - It may be something to eat, wear, or wants to go
somewhe re
.
Baby Sally said - Baby Sally said something when she talked.
see it - 'It' may be a boat, car, top, etc. We use it instead of saying :
"I have a boat. I put the boat in the water. The boat floated
down the stream."We would use 'it 1 for boat and say, " I have a
boat. I put it in the water. It floated down the stream."
the big ball - Discussion.
Run to the car - It means to go over near it.
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LESSON TWELVE
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH OARDS :
me in we you (You) here (Here)
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Circle the words which begin with the same letter as the
word at the top.
me in we you here
men it me yet kept
no end will get hear
met if met yellow how
man jot well go know
net into man green hat
GAME : " MAIL-CARRIER "
For directions see lesson eleven. Include all words which have been
taught
.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
me - They gave me a party. Please pass me the book,
in - Candy was in the box. The dog is in the house,
we - We are in school. We like to play.
you - Do you like to play games? You are in the first grade.
here - Flease put the eraser here. Here is a pencil. Please come here.
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LESSON TWELVE
PHRASES TO 35 PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
help me in the car We can go away we go You can go
Puff is here Here is Spot
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Circle the phrase which begins with the same word as the
phrase at the top.
help me
help Jane
go, Dick
help Mother
in the boat
jump up
in the car
is it the car
We can go
make something
Mother is here
We can see
You can go
help you
You can see
Sally can go
Here is Spot
Help Jane
Help Father
Here is Dick
GAME : " MAIL-CARRIER "
For directions see lesson eleven. Include all phrases which have been
taught
.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
help me - Do something for me. When you speak of yourself you say "I” or
"me".
in the car - It means to be in it and perhaps riding.
We can go - If there is more than one boy or girl you would say, "We can
__ n
-go.
You can go - When 'you speak to someone you use "you" and say, "You can go"
Here is Spot - It means that Spot is right near.
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LESSON THIRTEEN
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
for cookies three (Three) one where (Where)
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO A300MPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Draw a line from the word on the left which matches the
one in the ball. Use crayons.
cookies
for
three
one
whe re
one
cookies
where
for
three
for
three
one
where
cookies
where
for
cookies
three
one
three
one
where
for
cookies
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LESSON THIRTEEN (continued)
GAME : " MAIL-CARRIER "
For directions see lesson eleven. Include all words which have been
taught
.
WORD ENRICHMENT s
for - This is for you. What would you like for Christmas ?
cookies - Talk about the kinds they like the best,
three - Show three of various objects,
one - Show one book, one pencil, and one crayon.
where - Where is the clock? Where is the door?

LESSON THIRTEEN
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
cookies for me Where is the cookie one for Father oh, where
three big cookies
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO AOCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Draw a line from the phrase on the left which matches
the one in the ball. Use crayons.
one for me
one for Jane
one for Dick
three big cookies
three big cars
three big boats
one car
one cookie
one boat
Where is the car
Where is the cookie
Where is the boat
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LESSON THIRTEEN (continued)
GAME : " MAIL-CARRIER "
For directions see lesson eleven. Include all phrases which have been
taught
.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
one for Dick - This is one of something that will be given to Dick.
three big cookies - It might be three molasses cookies. Discuss. Show
three of various objects.
one for Jane - It may be one book, one paper, one pencil, etc. Show one
of different objects.
Where is the car - When you would like to find something you sometimes
ask where it is.
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LESSON FOURTEEN
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
a (A) two house family fun
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Put these words on the board, (a, two, house, family, fun)
The children have papers with words on them. They circle the words that
the teacher frames on the board. Tell them to begin with the list on the
left
.
a two house family fun
at to horse happily funny
ah too mouse famine found
GAME : " MAIL-OARRIBR "
For directions see lesson eleven. Include all words which have been
taught
.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
a - It may be a book, a pencil, or a crayon. It means one.
two - Show two of various articles.
house - Discuss. A house is to live in.
family - Talk about the members of their family.
fun - It is fun to play. It is fun to slide. Let the children tell about
the things they think are fun to do.
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LESSON FOURTEEN
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH 3ARDS :
a cookie two little cookies A big house My family It is fun
WRITTEN EXSR0I3E TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Put these phrases on the board. ( a big cookie, two little
cookies, make a house, my funny family, It is fun) . The children have
papers with phrases on them. They circle the phrase that the teacher
frames on the board. Tell them to begin with the list on the left.
a big cookie two little cars make a boat my funny family It is fun
a big car two little cookies make a car my funny house It is here
a big boat two little boats make a house my funny car It is a cookl
<
GAME : " MAIL-OARRIER "
For directions see lesson eleven. Include all phrases which have been
taught
.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
a cookie - It means one cookie.
two little cookies - Discuss and show two of various objects,
a big house - A big house would have many rooms. Discuss.
My family - Discuss members of a family.
It is fun - It is fun to play. It is fun to listen to stories. Let the
children tell about things that they think is fun.
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LESSON FIFTEEN
This is a review lesson.
All the words which have been taught this week are printed on small
strips of colored paper and placed in each child's envelope.
Let each child read all the words in his envelope including those
that he has missed on the other two review lessons and was unable to
put on his chain.
Proceed as before putting words that the child misses back in the
envelope. Those he knows are added to his chain.
This is an individual weekly test.
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LESSON FIFTEEN
This is a review lesson.
All the phrases which have been taught this week are printed on
small strips of colored paper and placed in each child's envelope.
Let each child read all the phrases in his envelope including
those that he has missed on the other two review lessons and was un-
able to put on his chain.
Proceed as before putting phrases that the child misses back in
the envelope. Those he knows are added to his chain.
This is the individual weekly test.
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LESSON SIXTEEN
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON STASH CARDS :
this (This) guess (Guess) yes (Yes) who (Who) no (No)
WRITTEN SXSR3ISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : This is a matching exercise. Draw a line from the word on
the left to the one on the right which is the same. Use crayons.
GAMS :
This Guess
guess no
yes This
this who
Guess guess
who this
no yes
WORD-UP "
Deal the flash cards to the children. Have them take turns turning up a
card on their piles, reading it, and then placing it word up in the center
of the table. Each word will be on three different cards to make the game
more interesting and give more practice. When a child turns up a card like
one that is already on the table, any child may say, "Word-up." The first
one to say it may pick up all the cards in the center of the table. He may
place them at the bottom of his pile. The one who has the most cards at the
end wins the game. It may be played over and over for practice.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
this - I like this story.
guess - Guess what animal likes carrots. Guess who will win the game,
yes - When Mother says, "Yes," it means that you may go.
who - Who is at the door? Who will be the leader?
no - When Mother says, "No," it means that you cannot do something.
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LESSON SIXTEEN
PHRASES TO 3E PRESENTED ON FLASH OARDS :
This is fun Yes, yes Guess who it is I can guess
No, no Who is it
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : This is a matching exercise. Draw a line from the phrase
on the left to the one on the right which is the same. Use crayons.
This is fun
Guess, Mother
Yes, yes
Who is it
No, no
Who is it
No, no
This is fun
Guess, Mother
Yes, yes
GAME : " PHRASE-UP "
Deal the flash cards to the children. Have them take turns turning up a
card on their piles, reading it, and then placing it phrase up in the
center of the table. Each phrase will be on three different cards to make
the game more interesting and give more practice. When a child turns up
a card like one that is already on the table, any child may say, "Phrase-up!!
The first one to say it may pick up all the cards in the center of the
table. He may place them at the bottom of his pile. The one who has the
most cards at the end wins the game. It may be played over and over for
practice
.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
This is fun - You would say that if you were doing something that you liked
very much.
Yes, yes - When Mother says this she means that she is willing for you to go
somewhere or do something.
Who is it - When someone raps on the door you sometimes say, 11 Who is it?"
No, no - When Mother says this she is not willing for you to go somewhere.
Discuss.
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LESSON SEVENTEEN
WORDS TO 3S PRESENTED ON FLASH OARDS :
what (What) are do (Do) too will (Will)
WRITTEN SXSROISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Draw a line through the word that does not belong in the
horizontal line. Use crayons.
what want what what
art are are are
do do does do
too too too to
will well will will
GAME : " WORD-UP "
For directions see lesson sixteen. Include the words taught yesterday.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
what - What is your name? What story do you like best?
are - There are boys and girls here. Are you happy to be in school?
do - Mary helps mother do the dishes. Do you like cookies?
too - There are too many tables in the room. It may mean too much or too
little of something.
will - Will you go to the store? You will like our new games.
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LESSON SEVENTEEN
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH OARDS :
What is it You are too little do what I do I will see
Will you
WRITTEN SXEROISS TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Draw a line through the phrase that does not belong in the
horizontal line. Use crayons.
What is it
You are
do what I
too little
Will you
What is it
We are
do what I do
too big
Will you
What is
You are
do what I do
too little
Will Mother
GAME : " PHRASE-UP "
For directions see lesson sixteen. Include the phrases taught yesterday.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
What is it - If Daddy should bring something home in a bag, you might say,
"What is it?"
You are - You are a little girl. You are a little boy. Ask for more from
the children.
too little - Sometimes shoes are too little. What does that mean? Let the
children tell.
Will you - When you ask someone to do something for you, you begin by say-
ing, " Will you?"
do what I do - Ask the children to do it. (Clap hands, turn around, etc.)
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LESSON EIGHTEEN
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
please (Please) she (She) laughed pretty (Pretty) white
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Circle all the words which are the sane as the top word.
please she Please She laughed pretty white
place she Plead Shoe laugh pretty when
please shoe Please She laughed petty white
plead she Please Shut laughed pretty which
please shut Place Ship laugh petty white
GAME : " WORD-UP 11
For directions see lesson sixteen. Include all words which have been
taught
.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
please - You say 'please ' to be polite when you ask for something,
she - This means a woman or a girl.
laughed - Jane laughed at something funny. Jane laughed from being happy,
pretty - Someone who looks well is said to be pretty. There are pretty
colors and pretty clothes. Discuss,
white - Some paper is white. Snow is white. Discuss.
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LESSON EIGHTEEN
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
please help me She said Mother laughed look pretty
Please do something Puff is white Pretty Puff
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Circle all the phrases that are the same as the top phrase
in the list.
Please do something
Please do
Please help me
Please do something
Puff is white
Please help me
Puff is white
Pretty Puff
one can go
She can go
She said
She will
Jane laughed
Mother laughed
Jane laughed
Father laughed
look pretty
look, Puff
look, Jane
look pretty
GAME : " PHRASE-UP "
For directions see lesson sixteen. Include all phrases which have been
taught
.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
please help me - Discuss. "Please help me tie my shoe," is the polite way
to ask.
Mother laughed - Mother laughed at something funny.
look pretty - When girls are clean and their hair is combed nicely, we say
they look pretty.
Puff is white - Have the children find things about the room which are
white. Name other things that are white.
She said - A girl said something. It could be a woman, too.
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LESSON NINETEEN
WORDS TO 3E PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
eat four he get ride
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Circle the words that begin with the same letter as the
word at the top.
eat four he get ride
easy laugh keep yet run
at fat heat go cat
own fun hum got rat
even let kitty you no
GAME : " WORD-UP n
For directions see lesson sixteen. Include all words which have been
taught
.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
eat - We eat when we are hungry. We like nice things to eat. Discuss,
four - Have the children pick out four books, pencils, crayons, etc.
he - It means a man or a boy.
get - Get the mail. It means to bring it. Sometimes we get sick. Discuss,
ride - We may go for a ride in a car, bus, or train. We ride on a horse.
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LESSON NINETEEN
PHRASES TO 3S PRESENTED ON FLASH SARDS :
Father will eat here He said we will get Spot ride in a car
four in this family
WRITTEN EX5R3ISS TO A000MPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Oircle the phrases that begin with the same word as the
phrase at the top.
will Jane eat four cookies He said get Spot ride in a car
will Dick eat four cars She said get Jane run to Jane
we will eat four boats We said eat cookies ride in a boat
will Puff eat for you He said get Dick ride home
GAME : " PHRASE-UP n
For directions see lesson sixteen. Include all phrases which have been
taught
.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
Father will eat here - Perhaps he will eat dinner. Discuss,
four in this family - Father, Mother, and two children would make four in
a family. Have the children show four of various objects.
He said - A ngin or boy has said something.
We will get Spot - It means the same as we will find Spot,
ride in a car - One can ride in a boat or in a bus. Discuss.
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LESSON TWENTY
This is a review lesson. Use the ladder for this.
Test each child individually on the words which were taught
during the past week. The words are on small strips of paper enclosed
in an envelope. There is a set for each child. Put the child's name
on his envelope.
For each word that the child knows he is given a star to place
on the first rung of the ladder. It will be easier to test on all the
words replacing all those he does not know in the envelope. Count the
words he knew and put the number on his ladder. Give the stars out later
to all the children at the same time.
The ladders may be hung up in the room so that the children
can see them. V/rite the child's name at the top if he cannot do it him-
self
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LESSON TWENTY
This iB a review lesson. Use the ladder for this.
Test each child individually on the phrases which were taught during
the past week. The phrases are on small strips of paper enclosed in an
envelope. There is a set for each child. Put the child's name on his en-
velope .
For each phrase that the child knows he is given a star to place on
the first rung of the ladder. It will be easier to test all the phrases
replacing all those he does not know in the envelope. Count all the
phrases he knew and put the number on his ladder. Give the stars out
later to all children at the sane time.
Ladders may be hung up in the room so that the children can see them.
Write the child's name at the top if he cannot do it himself.
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LESSON TWENTY-ONE
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
went at farm Grandmother Grandfather
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Match the word on the left to the one in the house. Draw
the lines with crayons.
at
Grandmother
farm
Grandfather
went
Grandmother
Grandfather
at
farm
went
at
went
Grandfather
Grandmother
farm
Grandmother
at
went
Grandfather
farm
farm
went
at
Grandmother
Grandfather
Grandfather
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LESSON TWENTY-ONE (continued)
GAME : " BANKER "
The children sit in chairs in a row. The teacher gives each child a
turn using the flash cards. All words which have been taught to date
are included. If a child misses when it is his turn, the next child may-
get it if he knows what it says. Continue around until all the flash
cards have been given out. At the end of the game the child who has the
largest number of cards is the banker.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
went - Ke went to school. He went home. They went to a party,
at - Mother is at home. You are at school. Look at the picture,
farm - This is a place where animals and vegetables are raised. Let the
children name some.
Grandmother - Discuss.
Grandfather - Discuss
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LESSON TWENTY-ONE
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH SARDS :
Away went the car the family went away at the farm
Grandmother laughed I see Grandfather
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Match the phrase on the left to the one in the house. Draw
the lines with crayons.
went to the farm
went to Grandfather
went home
at the fire
at the farm
at the barn
See Grandmother
See Jane
See Grandfather
Grandmother laughed
Grandfather laughed
Grandmother said
Grandmother
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LESSON TWENTY-ONE (continued)
at the farm
at home
at the fire
SAME : " BANKER "
The children sit in chairs in a row. The teacher gives each child a
turn using the flash cards. All phrases which have been taught to date
are included. If a child misses, the next child may get it if he knows
what it says. Continue around until all the flash cards have been used.
At the end of the game the child who has the largest number of cards is
the "banker."
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
the family went away - Maybe they went away on a trip. It means they went
away from home
.
at the farm - It means to be at the farm. The farm is where animals and
vegetables are raised. Name some vegetables and animals on
the farm.
Grandmother laughed - Talk about grandmother. Talk about their grand-
mothers
.
I see Grandfather - Discuss Grandfather.
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LESSON TWENTY-TWO
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH OARDS :
hello (Hello) bow-wow (Bow-wow) say pony horses
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO AOCOMPANY THE LESSON s
Directions : Put these words on the board, (hello, bow-wow, say, pony,
horses) The children have papers with words on them. Underline the word
in the group that the teacher frames on the board. Begin with the list
on the left.
hello cow-cow pay bony horses
jello bow-wow bay bunny house
bellow mew-mew say funny houses
mellow how how gay pony mouse
GAME : " BANKER "
For directions see lesson twenty-one. Include all words which have
been taught.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
hello - You say this when you meet someone and when you answer the phone,
bow-wow - When a dog talks he says, "Bow-wow."
say - We say words when we speak.
pony - A pony is a baby horse. Ask how many have seen one and where,
horses - Discuss their uses. They are used to ride on and also to work on
the farm.
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LESSON TWENTY-TWO
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
Hello, Grandmother can say hello four big horses a pony
Spot said, "Bow-wow"
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Put these phrases on the board. ( Hello, Grandmother,
Spot said, "Bow-wow”
,
can say hello, a pony, four big horses) The child-
ren have papers with phrases on them. Underline the phrase in the group
which is like the one the teacher frames on the board. Begin with the list
on the left.
Hello, Grandfather
Hello, Grandmother
Hello, Mother
a pony
a baby
a boat
GAME : " BANKER "
For directions see lesson twenty-one. Include all phrases which have
been taught.
Spot said,
Spot said,
Spot said,
" Bow-wow"
"Hello"
"Mew, mew"
can say something
can say "Bow-wow
can say hello
four big houses
four big horses
four big boats
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
Hello, Grandmother - We say, "Hello," when we meet someone.
Spot said, "Bow-wow" - When dogs talk they say, "Bow-wow."
can say hello - When we talk we say something,
a pony - A pony is a baby horse.
four big horses - Horses are used for work on the farm. Discuss other
uses of horses
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LESSON TWENTY-THREE
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
on fast good saw hen
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO AQQOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : This is a matching exercise. Draw a line from the word on
the left to the one on the right which is the same. Use crayons.
on saw
fast hen
good on
saw fast
hen good
GAME s n BANKER "
For directions see lesson twenty-one. Include all words which have been
taught.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
on - A book is on the table. This paper is on top.
fast - A car can go fast. When we run we go fast. An airplane goes fast,
good - Cookies are good. Children who are good are happy,
saw - We saw you coming. We use a saw to cut wood,
hen - A hen lays eggs. A hen lives on the farm.
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LESSON TWENTY-THREE
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH SARDS :
ride on a pony go fast a good ride Sally saw Father
the hen house
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : This is a matching exercise. Draw a line from the phrase
on the left to the one on the right which is the same. Use crayons.
ride on a pony
go fast
a good ride
Sally saw Father
the hen house
Sally saw Father
the hen house
go fast
ride on a pony
a good ride
GAME : " BANKER "
For directions see lesson twenty-one. Include all phrases which have been
taught
.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
ride on a pony - You sit on a pony when you ride. Discuss,
go fast - A car can go fast. A boat can go fast. An airplane can go fast.
Encourage discussion.
a good ride - You like something that is good. ( a good cookie, a good
mother, a good father, a good book)
Sally saw Father - Sally was looking at father. It means something you have
seen with your eyes
.
the hen house - A hen gives us eggs . The hen house is where the hen lives
.
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LESSON TWENTY-FOUR
WORDS TO 3S PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
eggs cluck (Cluck) ran have chickens
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Draw a line throug;h the word that does not belong
horizontal line.
eggs legs eggs eggs
clock cluck cluck cluck
ran ran run ran
have have pave have
chicks chickens chickens chickens
GAME : " BANKER "
For directions see lesson twenty-one. Include all words which have been
taught
.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
eggs - Hens lay eggs. Mother uses eggs to cook. Eggs are good to eat.
cluck - A hen says
,
"Cluck." It is the way she talks.
ran - He ran very fast. The car ran into a tree.
have - You may have a cold. Sometimes you have to do something.
chickens - They are baby hens. Talk about them.
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LESSON TWENTY-POUR
PHRASES TO 3B PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
Her© are eggs Gluck, cluck ran away fast Do you have eggs
the little chickens
WRITTEN SXSRJISS TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Draw a line through the phrase that does not belong in the
horizontal line.
Here are eggs
duck, duck
ran away fast
Do you have eggs
the little chicks
GALE : " RANKER '»
For directions see lesson twenty-one. Include all phrases which have
been taught.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT s
*
Do you have eggs - Do you have eggs for breakfast? Do you have eggs in the
barn? If you were a fanner, you would have eggs in the bam.
Cluck, cluck - When a hen talks it says, "Cluck, cluck."
ran away fast - John ran away fast. Have a child show the class what John
did.
the little chickens - Chickens are baby hens. Talk about them.
Here are boats
Cluck, cluck
ran away fast
Do you have eggs
Here are eggs
Cluck, cluck
ran away
Here are eggs
Cluck, cluck
ran away fast
Do you have eggs Do you have
the little chickens the little chickens the little
chickens
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LESSON TWENTY-FIVE
This is a review lesson. Use the ladder for this.
Test each child individually as before on all the words which have
been taught during the week. Include those that he missed and were re-
turned to the envelope last week.
Proceed as in lesson twenty.
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LESSON TWENTY-FIVE
This is a review lesson. Use the ladder for this.
Test each child individually as before on all the phrases which
have been taught during the week. Include those that he missed and were
returned to the envelope last week.
Proceed as in lesson twenty.
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LESSON TWENTY-SIX
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
but bam they (They)
.
black did
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Circle all the words which are the sane as the top word.
but bam they black did
but dam then back bid
put bark they black dip
dot bam that black did
but part they black bit
GAME : " CAPTAIN "
Have the children sit in their chairs in a row. The teacher shows the
flash card to the first child. If he misses, he must go to the end of the
line and sit in the last chair. All the children move up one chair. The
first chair is the 'captain's chair'. See who can sit in the captain's
chair longest.
If the second child knows the word, the teacher places it in her lap
and shows the next word in the pile to the next child and so on. If time
permits, she may go through the cards again.
Include all words which have been taught.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
but - We'd like to play longer, but Mother does not want us to.
bam - Farmers keep hay in the bam. Encourage discussion.
they * 'They' means more than one. They like to play ball. It means more
than one boy or girl or more than one grown-up like fathers and
mothers
.
black - Have the children name things in the room which are black,
did - Billy did the errand for Mother. Did you like the story?
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LESSON TWENTY-SIX
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH SARDS :
But we did find a cat went to the bam Where are they
a black horse did not find eggs
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Circle all the phrases that begin with the same word as
the phrase at the top.
But we did find a cat went to the bam they will go black cats
Put it here went to the farm the farm black cars
But we will find it want to go they are here back here
did not go there
bit the cat
did the work
SAME : " CAPTAIN "
Have the children sit in their chairs in a row. The teacher shows the
flash card to the first child. If he misses, he must go to the end of the
line and sit in the last chair. All the children move up one chair. The
first chair is the 'captain's chair.' See who can sit in the captain's
chair longest.
If the second child knows the phrase, the teacher places it in her lap
and shows the next phrase in the pile to the next child and so on. If time
permits, she may go through the cards again.
Include all phrases which have been taught.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT s
But we did find a cat - (but) We wanted to go on a picnic but it rained.
We wanted to do it, but Mother would not let us.
(did) Did you go to school yesterday? We did all the work.
went to the barn - The bam is where the hay and animals are kept on the
farm.
Where are they - They means more than one boy or girl. It means more than
one grown-up like mothers and fathers
.
a black horse - Have children find objects in the room which are black.
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LESSON TWENTY-SEVEN
WORDS TO 3E PRESENTED ON FLASH SARDS :
cat kittens
WRITTEN EXERCISE
dog pigs
TO ACCOMPANY THE
cows
LESSON :
Directions : Circle the words
word at the top.
that begin with the same letter i
cat kittens dog pigs cows
eat little boy dig earn
can lame do pit cot
ear kid bag pat came
cab lamp bob din eat
GAME : ” CAPTAIN "
For directions see lesson twenty-six. Include all words which have been
taught
.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
cat - Discuss . A cat catches mice. It drinks milk.
kittens - Kittens are baby cats. Find out how many have kittens at home.
dog - A dog is a good friend. Talk about them.
pigs - Pigs have curly tails. They are used for meat.
cows - Oows give us milk. We eat their meat, too.
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LESSON TWENTY-SEVEN
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
a mother cat four kittens a big dog saw the little pigs
the big red cows
WRITTEN EXEROISS TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Circle all the phrases which are the same as the top phrase.
a mother cat four
a mother dog four
a mother cat four
kittens a big dog
kittens a big pig
chickens a big dog
the big red
the big red
the big red
saw the little pigs
saw the little dogs
saw the little pigs
cows
cows
cars
GAME j " CAPTA IN "
For directions see lesson twenty-six. Include all phrases which have
been taught.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
a mother cat - Discussion about cats. A cat catches mice. It drinks milk,
four kittens - Kittens are baby cats. Discuss.
a big dog - A dog does not like cats. He chases them. A dog is a good
friend.
saw the little pigs - Pigs have curly tails. Fanners raise pigs for meat
to eat.
the big red cows - Cows give us milk. Cows are used for meat, too.
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LESSON TWENTY-EIGHT
WORDS TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
wanted mew (Mew) with sat ate
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Draw a line from the word on the left which matches the
word in the ball. Use crayons.
mew
sat
with
wanted
ate
ate
wanted
mew
with
sat
sat
wanted
ate
mew
with
with
ate
sat
wanted
mew
wanted
sat
ate
mew
with
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LESSON TWENTY-EIGHT (continued)
GAME : " CAPTAIN "
For directions see lesson twenty-six. Include all words which have
been taught.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
wanted - Tom wanted to tell the story. Mary wanted some candy,
mew - A cat says, "Mew."
with - Will you go to school with me? Susan put the pencils with the
crayons
.
sat - Dad sat in the easy chair.
ate - Billy ate dinner. Mary ate an apple.

LzsscjT TT;iEErrr-ziorr
PHRASES TO 32 P323217323 Q?T PLASH SARDS :
wanted to play Mew, mew play with a kitten sat and sat
ate and ate
'VRITT227 3XERCISE TOASCCMPAHT TH2 LESS® :
Directions : Draw a line from the phrase on the left which matches the
one in the ball. Use era70ns.
wanted to play
wanted to go
wanted to see
3ow-wow
Mew, mew
Cluck, cluck
play with a boat
play with a chicken
play with a kitten

fLESSON TWENTY-EIGHT (continued)
sat and sat
eat and eat
play and work
up and down
ate and ate
look and see
GAME : " CAPTAIN "
For directions see lesson twenty-six. Include all phrases which have
been taught.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
wanted to play - It means something you have wanted to do.
Mew, mew - When a cat or kitten talks it says, "Mew, mew."
play with a kitten - You might go to school with someone. You play with
another boy or girl.
sat and sat - He sat on a chair. They sat in a car. Mary sat down in the bus.
ate and ate - Someone ate a lot. Perhaps he did not know when to stop be-
cause he was so hungry.
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LESSON TWENTY-NINE
WORDS TO 32 PRESENTED ON FLASH CARDS :
pets (Pet) home rabbit thank(Thank) ducks (duck)
WEITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Put these words on the board. ( pets, pet, home, rabbit,
thank, ducks, duck) The children have papers with words. Underline the
word in the group which is like the one the teacher frames on the board.
Begin with the group on the left.
pets pet house rabbit think duck bunks
pots pot bone robber then buck bucks
pats pat home rubble thank bunk ducks
GAME : " CAPTAIN "
For directions see lesson twenty-six. Include all words which have been
taught
.
WORD ENRICHMENT :
pets - Dogs, cats, rabbits, and canaries are all pets. Let the children
name more.
home - Talk about home.
rabbit - A rabbit has long ears. He likes carrots and lettuce.
thank - It is polite to thank a person for doing something or for a gift.
ducks - Ducks like the water. They swim very well.
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LESSON TWENTY-NINE
PHRASES TO BE PRESENTED ON FLASH SARDS :
Two pets I have a pet at home a pretty rabbit Thank you
thank you little ducks a duck for a pet
WRITTEN EXERCISE TO ACCOMPANY THE LESSON :
Directions : Put these phrases on the board, (two nets, at home, a
pretty rabbit, thank you, little ducks) The children have papers with
phrases on them. Underline the phrase in the group which is like the one
the teacher frames on the board. Begin with the list on the left.
two pets at the farm a funny rabbit thank you little chickens
two pots at home a big rabbit thank Jane little ducks
two pats at the bam a pretty rabbit thank Dick little pigs
GAME : " CAPTAIN n
For directions 9ee lesson twenty-eight. Include all phrases which have
been taught.
PHRASE ENRICHMENT :
Two pets- Pets are dogs, cats, rabbits, and canaries. Have the children
name more.
at home - If you are in the house, we say you are at home,
a pretty rabbit - A rabbit has long ears. Some are white. Wild rabbits are
brown in the summer and white in winter. Discuss.
Thank you - We say, "Thank you" when someone gives us something or passes
U9 something.
little duck9 - Ducks like the water. They are good swimmers.
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LESSON THIRTY
This is a review lesson. Use the ladder for this.
Test each child individually as before on all the words which have
been taught during the week. Include those that he missed and were re-
turned to the envelope during the past two weeks.
Proceed as in lesson twenty.
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LESSON THIRTY
This is a review lesson. Use the ladder for this.
Test each child individually as before on all the phrases which
have been taught during the week. Include those that he missed and were
returned to the envelope during the past two weeks.
Proceed as in lesson twenty.
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APPENDIX B
STORY TESTS WITH DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AMD SCORING
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING- THE INDIVIDUAL OPAL READING- TESTS
1. Hold the test with the child's name on it. Let the child use
another without a name.
2. Begin by saying, " I want to see how well you can read. I have
a new story for you. Gan you tell me the name of this story?"
Then let him go on reading.
5. It will be necessary to give only about three seconds to respond
to any word. At the end of three seconds tell him the word and
go on.
4. Have each child read the whole story.
5. As he reads underscore all words which have crosses over them
if he misses them.
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING THE INDIVIDUAL OPAL READING TESTS
1. Subtract the number of errors from sixty. His score will be
the number of words correct.
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TEST I
Something Funny
-t -r ^ *- -r -r
Baby Sally wants to play ball.
^ >r Jr jt v < Jr
Baby Sally said, "My blue ball is in the house,
K -At *c
-X Jr
Jane said, " Oh, come and find Dick."
Jr
-V >-
Baby Sally wants Tim and Spot to go.
Jr Jr -r Jr
Spot wants to look in the little red boats
.
"Dick is not here," said Jane.
Baby Sally said, "Puff, Puff
i
i n
"Puff is not here."
Jr Jr
It is work to find Dick.
It is fun to work.
Where is Dick?
’'The re is Puff?
Father helps to find Dick.
V y
Mother said, "Run, Jane."
-T Jr
"I can see Dick," said Jane.
He can not see me.
"Dick is in the big yellow car."
Dick wants to make it go away.
Puff is up in the car.
Puff is funny.
"Jump down, Dick.
^ JL*-
We see you," said Father.
•k >Jr
"It is a big family, " said Jane.
Mother said, "One, two, three cookies for you, Jane."
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TEST II
The Pony Hide
-v
-V
Dick and Jane went to the farm.
jt -V Jr
They went to see Grandmother and Grandfather.
"Hello, Grandfather.
Hello, Grandmother," they said.
Grandfather said, "Come.
jt V V r
Will you help me get four eggs in the bam?
"Yes," they said.
Jr v
Dick and Jane saw the horses.
Jr
->r
-y x
They saw the pretty black and white pony.
A- K Jr
Guess what Dick wanted to do.
r Jr Jr -V
He wanted to ride on this pony.
He did ride on the pony.
v jt
The chickens ran.
*r
The cows ran.
JT
The pigs ran.
>c
The ducks ran.
jt
Dick said, "They are funny."
y Jf
The dog said, "Bow-wow."
Jr a- -V
"Mew, mew," said the cat and kittens.
Y x a* at
Jane said, "He will make the hen say, 'Cluck, cluck,', too."
Grandmother laughed.
She sat with Jane
.
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TEST II (continued)
-V -V*
Jane wanted a good fast ride, too.
-Y" Jr*
J
c“
But Grandfather said, "No. We have to eat."
-V
Ke looked for one of the pets.
Guess who is not here.
-V
-r
Yes, the rabbit is at home.
-r
Grandmother said, "Please come home."
v x
Dick and Jane ate with Grandmother and Grandfathe
They said, "It was fun at the farm.
x
Thank you."
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APPENDIX G
MULTIPLE CHOICE TESTS WITH DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING AND SCORING
AND
STANDARD TESTS
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TEST I
'DickT)
1
1
i
' book
1
\
oX
r*
<
i
t
i
i
Pick Took) 1 on
T
Kane i
i
Sick 1 cook
i
i
i
' °h
'
1
1
1
Lane i
i
t
T
bee
i
i
1 bunny
i
1
|
Baby) ant
1
1
1
("see) ' fun 1 Body
i
and") 1
1
fee 1 ("funny)
i
i
1 Bobby
i
i
i
add 1
1
1
1
Soap
i
i
1 some
i
i
i
' (Run) Cliff
1
1
1
1
(
s'pot)
.
1 home
i
1 Fun
i
Buff 1
1
Sport 1 r"come^
i
1 Gun
i
i
(Puff) 1
1
1
1
jumbo
i
i
1 Bim
i
i
;
<3»e) get
1
I
1
|
pump ' (Jim) 1 on
i
egg 1
1
("jump) ' Dim
i
i
i
1 in
i
i
i
<j°) 1
1
1
1
<(down)
i
i
1 (wo rk)
i
i
* Mother
t
brother
1
1
1
1
town ' lurk
i
’ ( f^ither)* Father 1
1
gown 1 worm
i
i
i
1 Feathe r
i
i
i
((Mother) 1
1
1
1
II
,
I
I
• >
1
1
1
play'
1
1 helping
1
1
' always
i
i
i
M|) i
»
1
1
slay 1 helps) 1 way
i
i
«
pig i
i
1
«
1
1
clay 1 helped
i
i
i
1 away)
i
i
i
i
t
dig i
i
tt
i
r
i
i
t
mitten
i
i
' if
i
i
i
' not
i
i
i
i
they
i
i
i
i
1
1
( little) ' in
|
1 rot
|
1
|
the^ 1
1
i
i
i
i
light ' is
i
i
i
' hot
i
i
i
i
i
»
i
this i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
try
i
i
1 cane
i
i
i
find )
i
i
i
i
In
t
»
i
i
i
!
by 1 can^ 1 bind
i
i
«
CD i
i
1
1
1
t
(S) 1 came
i
i
i
1 hind
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
It i
i
t
i
1
t
1
1
makes)
i
i
1 sometime
i
i
i
1 clue
i
i
i
i
i
( ye 1 low"'
i
i
i
i
1
1
bakes ' something) 1 glue
i
i
i
bellow
i
1
1
cakes ' somewhere
1
1
'"blue''
1
)
1
1
fellow I
1
bed
i
i
i
cans
i
i
i
coats
i
i
Molly
red) 1
1
care 1
|
goats 1
|
Polly
led j
t
''"cars) t
i
()boats) y
i
(sTn?)
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1
I
( wants}
i
i
»
i
say if
i
i
i
i
(ball)
t
i
i
i
1
1
wanted i
i
said) in i
i
tall i
i
1
1
1
1
wanting i
i
i
i
paid S) i
i
i
i
fall i
i
i
i
1
1
t toe
t
i
i
i
be
i
i
i
t
be
i
i
i
i
1
1
<£>' i
i
we it i
i
i
i
1
1
t
t
ton i
i
t
i
(S) if i
i
i
i
me i
i
t
i
1
1
1
1
yours
i
i
i
i
(jiere) nor
i
i
i
i
cook
i
i
i
i
1
1
your i
t
her (S) i
i
book i
i
1
1
1
1
("you) i
i
i
i
hers from i
t
i
!
(cookies^) »
i
i
i
1
1
1
1
(three)
i
i
i
«
of there
1
1
1
1
i
i
i
i
1
1
the re 1
|
i^ne) then 1
|
an 1
1
1
«
1
1
whe re i
i
i
i
on i where) 1
1
1
1
at i
i
i
i
t
1
1
1
tow
i
i
i
t
mouse family)
1
1
1
|
fat
i
i
i
i
1
1
( twcT 1
I
home funny 1
|
' fun ' I
t
1
1
1
1
ton i
i
i
i
C house
)
fatty 1
1
1
J
fan
— —-r
i
i
i
i
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TEST II
this)
his
them
get
fgiuTss)
quart
yet
get
(yes)
( who)
when
i
what
do when (are) so
no) went art d<T>
go (jvhat) arm go
ton bill ( please)
- - — - 1 - -
.
show
toe (will) tease she ;
too) well place he
laughed) please with eat
'
light (pretty went ate
little party ( white sat
tour his yet side
four) she (get) ride^
hour hh pet tide

went ' ah barn (^randmoth^)
want at) harm Grandfather
when am farm^ Guess
Guess jello bow-wow”'' sat
Grandmother yellow how how (jsay)
Grandfather hello cow cow Pay
"bony houses 0^ farm
tony hoTses^ or ( fast
( pony^l homes of fear
good ’ seen has (eggs)
go saw have get
goat was ' hen^ go
duck rat have"") dogs
cluck'"') tan pave chickens^
cloak ^ ran"') hat kittens

( but''
put
cut
farmer
(barn)
farm
them
the
'(they)
(Jlack)
back
tack
bid. sat (("kittens'') Pig
(^did) bat chickens C^og)
dad (cat) mittens good
cows dogs 1 wanted) new
dogs (cows) when (mew)
(^Pigs) crows went mow
(with) eat eat '""pets)
white ((sat) sat cats
when ate (ate) let
house laughed thank
)
barn
( home} habit think ducks'^
horse ( rabbit} than
1
cluck
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Directions for Administering :
1. Divide the children into at least three groups. This will
facilitate supervision to see that the children have the right
place
.
2. 3e sure the children's names are on the tests.
5. The teacher's copy is marked. She reads the key words.
4. The children draw lines through the words the teacher reads.
The teacher will read the circled word in each box. Have the
children use crayons to draw the lines.
5. Begin with the first box on the left and go across by rov/s
.
6. Say a word. Then give five seconds for the children to draw a
line through the word.
Scoring :
Add the number of words which the child had correct. A perfect
score is sixty.
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